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At a mini agricultural display in
observance of World Food Day
2003, Minister of Agriculture (Ag)
Satyadeow Sawh told the audience
that Guyana is fortunate as a nation
to be equipped with enough re-
sources for production of our food.

This year’s World Food Day
celebration, observed under the
team ‘International Alliance
Against Hunger’, was held on
October 16, 2003 in the Conference

Facility, Mon Repos.
Other guests speakers were United Nations Develop-

ment Programme (UNDP) Resident Representative Jan
Sand Sorensen, who spoke in the capacity of FAO
Resident Coordinator; Advisor - Regional Transforma-
tion Programme for Agriculture of Caricom Sam Law-
rence; and Director of the National Agriculture Research
Institute (NARI) Dr. Oudho Homenauth.

In his address, Minister Sawh noted that as an
agricultural nation, Guyana is proud to be a part of
activities which put agriculture at the forefront and
highlight the need for this sector to be recognised as the
foundation for reducing malnutrition and increasing food
security nationally, regionally and worldwide.

He noted that there is need for the creation of policies
and funding which would allow for implementation of
programmes that target the alleviation of hunger and
poverty.

He said Government has constantly been providing
support to the agriculture sector in terms of rehabilitation
and construction of drainage and irrigation infrastruc-
ture, the provision of loans for agricultural and micro-
enterprise activities and surveys for cattle pastures.

The Minister challenged local producers to support

We are especially fortunate as a
nation to be equipped with these

resources (agricultural)
- Minister Sawh tells audience at World Food

Day celebrations

Minister Sawh addresses participants of
World Food Day celebration at NARI
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the Government in its commitment to revitalize the
agriculture sector.

Dr. Homenauth, in reiterating Minister Sawh’s
challenge, noted that hunger is intimately linked to
poverty and policy initiatives designed to assist the
agriculture sector, and will inevitably improve the social
and economic livelihood of Guyanese.

He noted that the recently celebrated Caribbean Week
of Agriculture in Guyana is a classic example of alliances
emerging in the Caribbean region.

Sam Lawrence noted that Minister Sawh should be
congratulated for being consistent in keeping the public
focus on agriculture.

He stated that although several economic opportuni-
ties are available through the agriculture sector, 25
percent of the world’s population is classified as poor.

Further, while hunger has not reached the proportion
of starvation, it is creeping up on the region.

The average annual food imports of the Caribbean
Region is US$3 billion. Mr. Lawrence noted that if the

region is serious about the
creation of wealth, it must
emphasis and promote
agriculture, since this is the
backbone of the reduction of
poverty.

In a message to observe
World Food Day 2003,
Director General of the Food
and Agriculture Organisation
(FAO) stated that 840
million people worldwide
suffer from chronic hunger
and the majority of these live

in developing countries.
While the world is still far away from achieving its

1996 World Food Summit goal, to half the world’s
hunger rate by 2015, the message noted that technologies
can and have aided in increasing food production.

What is now needed is the political will to produce
and the prime responsibility for reaching the goal lies
with the Government and the people.

In 2000, World Food Day was also celebrated in Mon
Repos. In 2001, the observances were held at the Uitvlugt
Community Centre Ground, Region Three.

Minister Sawh & other officials sample locally
made products
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“Guyana is more fortunate than
many countries when it comes to

food security…”
- Minister Sawh at launching of

Agriculture Month

“Guyana is more
fortunate than many
countries when it comes
to food security. Poverty
in Guyana is most
highly concentrated in
rural areas and among
small agricultural
producers; however
these persons are often
relatively self-sufficient
in the production of
their food requirements”
said Minister of Agricul-

ture (ag) Mr. Satyadeow Sawh at the launching of
Agriculture Month activities.

October is Agriculture Month in Guyana and several
activities are being planned this year. Caribbean Week of
Agriculture is also being hosted in Guyana for the first
time, which will witness a significant number of events
including a trade fair at the Sophia Exhibition site and a
series of discussions and workshops.

Agriculture Month 2003 was launched at the Na-
tional Agricultural Research Institute (NARI) at Mon
Repos on October 1.

The Minister noted, “Agriculture month every year
coincides with the FAO’s World Food Day – whose theme
this year is International Alliance Against Hunger. Thus
it is appropriate to review alliances within Guyana that
have been established to advance the cause of agriculture
and thus fight hunger.”

This year Guyana’s theme is ‘Guyana’s Alliance
Against Hunger.’ The Minister pointed out that in rural
and interior communities the poverty rate is higher and
these communities are more vulnerable. To this end, the

Fresh
agricultural
produce
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Social Impact Amelioration Programme (SIMAP) has
been working to provide aid in these areas. Minister
Sawh stated, “The Government is totally committed to
eliminating hunger in these areas and within Guyana as
a whole.”

The Minister noted that the Poverty Reduction
Strategy Paper is one of the most important instruments
in coordinating the alliances against hunger. “The aim of

this Strategy is to create a
better standard of living for
our people through the
creation of a stable environ-
ment that is conducive to the
reduction of poverty.”

“Our Strategy recognizes
the importance of agricul-
ture in the fight against
poverty and hunger and also
emphasizes the need to
improve agricultural output
in rural areas, both on the
coast and interior,” Minister

Sawh noted.
Several initiatives have been implemented to provide

aid to the farming community and aid in the alleviation
of poverty. The Poor Rural Communities Support Serv-
ices (PRCSSP) is one such example, which aims at
reducing poverty and hunger through improved agricul-
tural production and income generation in Regions Two
and Three.

This programme includes extension services, train-
ing, drainage and irrigation, credit facilities and other
services to create an enabling environment for increased
production.

Minister Sawh pointed out that plans are in the
pipeline for a United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP) supported project for Regions One, Six and 10.
This project is to strengthen the skills base of small
farmers through education, crop diversification, market-
ing and technology transfer.

In the area of Drainage and Irrigation, the Minister
pointed out that without proper systems, agricultural
production is not possible so Government is working to
enhance this area.

Minister Sawh noted, “Unfortunately, as we are all

Green plantains
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aware, our D&I system is currently unable to meet all of
the needs of our agricultural producers. The Ministry of
Agriculture, in collaboration with many other agencies,
including the National Drainage and Irrigation Board,
Regional Democratic Councils, Neighbourhood Demo-
cratic Councils, the Rice Producers Association and
others, is fully committed to the complete rehabilitation
of our country’s drainage and irrigation system.”

Recently, Government signed an agreement with a
UK based consultant firm for an investment component
for the agricultural sector, the Agricultural Support
Services Programme (ASSP).

The consultancy contract, which amounts to
$261.6M, was awarded to Mott MacDonald. The ASSP is
expected to finance, among other components, the
rehabilitation of nine selected areas totalling 120,934
acres.

The Minister stressed the need for cooperation in the
sector, saying that it is a vital component.

He also stressed the need for farmers to diversify,
since there is a wider market for non-traditional produce.

Minister Sawh pointed out that Government is
committed to helping farmers succeed, saying that the
entire nation salutes farmers for their work, since
“agriculture is the backbone of the economy.”

Minister Sawh visited several agricultural projects
effected by NARI before attending the Agriculture Month
launching ceremony. The Minister and a team of officials
from the Ministry of Fisheries, Other Crops and Live-
stock and NARI visited a demonstration plot in the NARI
compound where they are experimenting with citrus,
mango, field corn, sorghum, papaws, antelope grass and
red beans. He also inspected a duck farm in Triumph
before proceeding to inspect NARI’s duck farm, live-
stock, tilapia and prawns.

Ducks rared
at NARI
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The many studies and research work conducted on
the Region’s agricultural sector has concentrated mainly
on the trade aspects of agriculture and has neglected
research on what the industry would be in years to come.
It is now both timely and topical that this be taken into
consideration as the main players of the sector meet in
Georgetown Guyana.

This is according to the Caribbean Community Head
of Government responsible for Agriculture, President of
the Cooperative Republic of Guyana Bharrat Jagdeo.

The Head of State made his views known while
delivering the feature address at the opening of Work-
shop of the Alliance for Sustainable Development and the
Rural Milieu (the Alliance) on October 8, 2003.

The two-day workshop, which concentrates on
sustainable agriculture and rural development, is being
held with the theme “Promoting Greater Caribbean
Competitiveness in National, Regional and International
Food Markets.”

“We in the Region have so far done well in terms of

President Jagdeo charges
Alliance to focus on key issues

for sustainable agriculture
- Focuses too much on trade aspects

President Jagdeo addresses
participants at the Alliance
workshop
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coordinating various negotiating positions. What I am
worried about is that it is just trade focused.

“We have had less efforts in a consorted way on
Regional agriculture and what we must do and where
agriculture in the Region would be in five, ten or 20
years time. What share of our economy would be coming
from agriculture? What are the sectors that would be
sustainable and how much of our food do we want to
come from Regional sources. There has never been that
attempt,” President Jagdeo said.

According to the Head of the State, he had raised the
issue with the Inter-American Institute for Cooperation
on Agriculture (IICA) and has requested help.

President Jagdeo also noted that he has raised the
issue of separate and regular meetings for the CARICOM
Agriculture Ministers to further discuss pertinent mat-
ters. This he raised at the level of the Heads of Govern-
ment Meetings.

The President said the time is ripe for Regional
players to concentrate heavily on the future of this
dynamic industry, which is the backbone of the Carib-
bean economy.

Accordingly, President Jagdeo noted that the renewed
focus necessitates the Region
addressing several issues
that were shelved for a long
time. The President noted
that the Alliance has a
crucial role to play, sensitis-
ing the Region to many of
these issues.

He charged participants
of the ongoing workshop to,
during their deliberations,
address a number of issues:

* Better coordination
among Regional Institutions

* Enhancing communication strategy
* Effective information market intelligence system
* Active agricultural financing system.
“We must at the Regional level set up a framework

for financing, since we cannot promise financing from
the countries’ treasuries. We have to find a system of
incentives to allow private capital and capital from
developmental institutions in the Region for agriculture,”

President Bharrat Jagdeo
meeting with farmers
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he said.  He noted that the banking sector has been
reluctant to lend to the agriculture industry because of
the many risks, but it is on the shoulders of countries to
come up with workable ways of having financing such as
crop financing and insurance.

* Dissemination of new development such as Infor-
mation Technology, so as to modernize the sector and
make it more attractive, especially to eliminate the
impression that the sector is old fashioned. The President
said modernization will attract the attention of the young
generation in the agricultural sector.

* Developing Regional standards so as to enhance
products for extra-regional competition. But at the same
eliminating any grounds for barriers to inter-Regional
trade.

* The unfair pressure from private companies for
states to close certain sectors so that others could flour-
ish.

* Making agricultural products attractive for market-
ing

Minister of Fisheries, Other Crops and livestock Mr.
Satyadeow Sawh who warmly welcomed the delegates of
the workshop to Guyana, said the meeting comes at a
time when the Region’s agricultural industry is both
confronting challenges and opening to opportunities.

President Bharrat Jagdeo & Minsiter Sawh pose with Regional
Officials at Alliance workshop
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Minister Sawh urged participants at the workshop to
ensure that their deliberations provide some answers and
solutions to the many existing questions and problems.

He noted that the outcome of this workshop is critical
to how the Region proceeds with its agriculture plans.

CARICOM’s Deputy Secretary General Ms. Lollta
Applewhaite urged participants to re-examine the role of
agriculture in various member countries and the possible
repositioning of objectives.

She noted with much approval that one of the items
to be deliberated on is a “Review of countries agricultural
sectors’ performances against their potential. She said
this will serve as an ideal assessment.

Ms. Applewhaite urged the workshop to also examine
the potential of linkages, especially in the area of agro-
processing.

The Director General of IICA of Costa Rica Dr.
Chelston Braithwaite urged participants at the workshop
to clearly examine the challenges facing the sector and
devise workable solutions.

He told them that the industry must be treated with
priority, as its contribution to every citizen’s life is
significant.

He renewed IICAs commitment to supporting Carib-
bean countries in making their products more competi-
tive.

The workshop is one of many activities to promote
the Fourth Caribbean Week of Agriculture, which is
being hosted by Guyana for the first time. A grand Trade
Fair and exhibition at the Sophia Exhibition Complex is
another.
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President Bharrat Jagdeo opened
the Guyana Trade Fair and Exhibition
on Wednesday, October 8, 2003 at the
National Exhibition Centre, Sophia,
Georgetown.

As part of celebrations for Carib-
bean Week of Agriculture, the trade
fair and exhibition was held from
October 8 to 12 and showcased a
variety of local products including art

and craft, plants, nuts, meat, fishes, and a variety of
crops.

President Jagdeo noted that the trade fair is an
excellent forum for the promotion of locally grown and
manufactured products. He used the opportunity to
encourage continued co-operation within the Caribbean
Region, since with togetherness the countries can move
the Agriculture sector forward.

President Jagdeo stated that if the Region does not
produce quality goods then it would not be able to export
to international markets. He urged participants to regard
trade as a business and work to develop it and form
partnerships.

President Jagdeo noted that it is important to examine
the Caribbean Single Market and Economy (CSME) and
called for the countries in the Region to be committed to
its implementation. He noted that instead of referring to
the industries as belonging to specific countries, they
should be viewed as Regional industries.

Guyana has been diversifying the agriculture sector to
make it more competitive on international markets and
this call was endorsed by President Jagdeo. He stated that
if persons are desirous of investing in Guyana the
Government could make available lands in the Interme-
diate Savannahs for immediate cultivation.

Minister of Fisheries, Other Crops and Livestock and

Trade Fair and Exhibition, an
excellent forum for promotion of

Guyanese produce
- President Jagdeo at opening

President Jagdeo views fresh produce at
opening of trade fair
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Agriculture Mr. Satyadeow Sawh in his address noted
that the partnership between Government and the private
sector will continue, while expressing the hope that
people will recognise Guyana’s potential and invest.

President of the Guyana Manufacturers’ Association
Mr. Ramesh Dookhoo noted that effort shows that
Guyana has much to offer. He noted that the business
community is pleased with the actions taken to ensure
that law and order is restored in Guyana and this brings a
different climate to the investment arena as persons have
regained confidence in the country.

He expressed the hope that the strides taken so far
will continue, while praising the efforts made by Presi-
dent Jagdeo and Leader of the Opposition Mr. Robert
Corbin at dialogue.

Director-General of the Inter-American Institute for
Cooperation on Agriculture (IICA) Dr. Chelston
Braithwaite said that working together is the key to a
better future and that the country cannot be developed by
external parties but by Guyanese. He congratulated the
stakeholders for the initiative, while pledging the contin-
ued support of IICA to the agriculture sector.

The trade fair and exhibition is
a collaborative effort between the
Ministry of Fisheries, Other Crops
and Livestock and Agriculture, and
the Guyana Manufacturers’ Asso-
ciation.

Booths were set up by the New
Guyana Marketing Corporation
(NGMC), the National Agricultural
Research Institute (NARI), Hinter-
land Extension Programme, the
Ministry of Fisheries, Other Crops

and Livestock – Animal and Fisheries Departments, the
Food Policy Division of the Ministry of Health, the
Guyana Forestry Commission, IICA, the Guyana Rice
Development Board, the Guyana School of Agriculture,
and Guyana Stockfeeds Inc.

Several activities were planned for Caribbean Week of
Agriculture, including a two-day marketing policy
workshop on the Alliance for Sustainable Development
of Agriculture and the Rural Milieu at the Hotel Tower,
on October 8, 2003.

President Jagdeo
views local produce
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Government has been working to ensure that
Guyanese receive proper social services and food. To
date, the achievements with regard to food security have
been numerous, since Guyana has been able to gain
access to several international markets including Barba-
dos, Canada, the European Union, the United States of
America, Haiti, Trinidad and Tobago, Jamaica, Caricom
member states and several other Caribbean countries.

Food security is the capacity to provide enough
produce for public consumption within the country and
for export.

The Minister of Fisheries, Other Crops and Livestock
and Agriculture (ag) Mr. Satyadeow Sawh noted at the
opening of Agriculture month “Guyana is more fortunate
than many countries when it comes to food security.
Poverty in Guyana is most highly concentrated in rural
areas among small agricultural producers; however, these
persons are often relatively self-sufficient in the produc-
tion of their food requirements.”

The rice industry continues to make a significant
contribution to Guyana’s economy despite many chal-

lenges on local and interna-
tional markets.

Rice exports recorded by
the Guyana Rice Develop-
ment Board (GRDB) from
January to August amount to
123,000 tonnes.

According to the GRDB,
Guyana exports rice to
several countries, including
those in the Caricom Region
and the European Union,
and Haiti.

Statistics for rice exports for 2003 are:
* Caricom – 30,401 tonnes
* European Union – 71,161 tonnes
* Overseas Countries and Territories – 15, 186 tonnes
* Other Countries, including Haiti - 5,381 tonnes.
Rice production for this year is also significant and

Guyana ensuring food security
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has been recorded at 179,569 tonnes.
The table below shows rice production from 1992 to

2002.

Non-traditional exports have been increasing over the
years and have done well. According to statistics from
the New Guyana Marketing Corporation’s (NGMC’s)
Central Packaging Facility for Barbados, the figures
show that the sector is progressing. The Ministry of
Fisheries, Other Crops and Livestock has been encourag-
ing farmers to diversify their produce, since there is an
increasing demand on international markets.

Year

1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

Production (Tonnes)

246,898
246,522
256,857
253,837
280,116
276,392
254,668
321,438
273,371
284,475
288,375

Fresh produce
in market
place
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Major Commodities

Heart of Palm
Coconuts (crude oil)
Copra
Plantain
Others
Mango
Pineapple
Watermelon
Lime
Pepper
Pumpkin
Pepper (wiri-wiri)
Total Non-Traditional
Agriculture Exports
(Volumes in tonnes)
Total Non-traditional
Agriculture Exports
(Value in US$ 000)

From 2001 to date the pattern of exports of fresh
produce has been recorded at high levels. Produce
exported includes plantains, watermelons, pineapples,
pumpkins, limes, cucumbers, eddoes, eggplant, bora,
cabbage, dry coconuts, hot peppers, avocados, tomatoes,
oranges, sweet peppers, squash, saeme, eschallot, ginger,
passion fruit, cassava, papaws, ochroes, thyme and wiri
wiri pepper.

2001
(tonnes)

1888.20
0.0

312.5
371.16
263.50
96.36
113.13

0.0
38.42

186.63
59.52
8.58

3,338

3,524

% Total
(2001)

56.6
0.0
9.4
11.1
7.9
2.9
3.4
0.0
1.2
5.6
1.8
0.3
100

-

2002
(tonnes)

1381.5
742

741.63
371.67
256.11
222.61
143.66
90.36
63.47

46
41.91
10.08
4,111

3,805

% Total
(2002)

33.6
18.0
18.0
9.0
6.2
5.4
3.5
2.2
1.5
1.1
1.0
0.2
100

-

Volumes Exported of Major Non-Traditional
Agricultural Exports 2001 & 2002
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International markets demand
quality and NARI provides

support to farmers
for quality production

A GINA feature by Rekha Budhna

As Agriculture Month activities kick off, it is perti-
nent to highlight the various aspects of the sector while
noting the steps being implemented to enhance the
quality of production  and providing the necessary aid in
this area.

The National Agricultural Research Institute (NARI)
located at Mon Repos, East Coast Demerara, was estab-
lished in 1984 as a semi-autonomous research institute.

The aim of the institute is to plan, develop and
implement research to produce technologies and systems
that will maintain national self-sufficiency and export
capacity.

The main objectives of NARI is to manage and
conserve the nation’s soil and water resources for stable
and productive agriculture; integrate scientific knowl-
edge and agricultural production; processing and market-
ing into systems which optimise resource management
and facilitate the transfer of the technology to users;
maintain and increase productivity and quality in crop

Home grown
lettuce
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and animal production and achieve maximum use of
agricultural products for domestic and export purposes.

NARI provides several services to farmers
countrywide in the areas of non-traditional crop cultiva-
tion and the rearing of animals for the local and interna-
tional markets.

Farmers producing non-traditional crops can now
access information, which will allow them to produce
better quality crops that would be favoured on interna-
tional markets. In recent years, Guyana has increased
exports, especially Barbados.

The increasing demand for Guyanese produce on
international markets has been recognized and quality
control is playing a major role. It is in this regard that
NARI has been providing extension services to farmers.

Local producers can request NARI’s assistance in
dealing with problems or accessing information on how
to start cultivating other crops or rearing animals.

NARI is presently cultivating 40 acres of crops
including rough lemon, sorghum, field corn, papaw,
mango, antelope grass, and red beans.

The sorghum, which is a grain, is to be used as a feed
for ducks, sheep and other livestock. The estimated
quantity of seeds that would be harvested from the
demonstration plot is 2,500 pounds. The field corn is also
being cultivated to feed animals so as to reduce the cost
of production.

NARI is cultivating Antelope grass for farmers who
rear cows, which will ensure better quality meat and

dairy products. This will
encourage farmers to expand
beef production, since
Guyana has been declared
free of the Foot and Mouth
disease.

At the duck farm, the
institute acquired ducks from
Denmark and China. Hens
and drakes are reared
separately but are brought
together to breed.

The Institute provides hens and drakes but not eggs
for farmers to start rearing ducks or expand their produc-
tion. Farmers have been able to access assistance in
hatching their eggs at the facility. Some farmers prefer to

Sheep reared at NARI
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do it themselves but NARI also provides this service.
The institute also

breeds sheep, one of its
outstanding successes.
Approximately 80
breeding stock are sold
annually. Presently the
breeding stock consists
of the Barbados Black
Belly and Virgin Island
whites.

For the first time in
Guyana’s history
artificial insemination
of sheep is being done.

Minster of Agriculture Mr. Satyadeow Sawh visited
the facility on October 1, when he launched Agriculture
month and viewed a demonstration.

NARI embarked on the rearing of tilapia and prawns.
The tilapia is being bred in artificial ponds and has to be
about six months old to market. The demand on interna-
tional markets for fresh produce is rising and tilapia is
exported through the New Guyana Marketing Corpora-
tion (NGMC).

The current batch of tilapia will be ready for harvest
in November. As part of the activities for Agriculture

Month 2003, NARI hosted
training programmes to provide
farmers with information on
breeding and feeding practices of
tilapia, hassar and prawns, since
there is a greater demand for
these on local and international
markets.

Another significant activity is
the supporting of organic agricul-
ture with the successful produc-
tion of organic cocoa beans in
Region One (Barima/Waini),

which has an international market. Farmers are being
encouraged and assisted in producing a wide variety of
plantains, pineapples, limes pumpkins, watermelons,
oranges, passion fruit and tomatoes.

NARI was formerly known as the Central Agricul-
tural Station and was located at Mon Repos. In 1955,

Papaya grown at NARI

Minister Sawh discussing cattle rearing
with farmers
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Government acquired the land and the following year
work on the establishment of the station commenced. It
was completed and formally opened in 1962. The station
was built to provide offices, laboratory facilities and
residential accommodation. The Guyana Rice Corpora-
tion and the Guyana School of Agriculture were also
stationed there.

NARI was also
created to rectify
problems of ineffi-
cient and ineffective
utilization of
scientific research
personnel. It was
further aimed at the
development of
each region in
Guyana to increase
productivity in
agriculture. This
would support crops
and livestock and

sustain production efforts in agro-based industries.
The institution provides services which allow almost

parallel growth of the farmer, individually or co-opera-
tively, with the development of technologies for produc-
tion and maximization of returns.

In 1995, Government recognized the importance of
the establishment of a research facility, equipped to
conduct scientific research in the area of rice cultivation.
During that year the Guyana Rice Development Board
Act No. 16 was piloted in the National Assembly and
given assent to by Guyana’s Former President Dr. Cheddi
Jagan. With the enactment of the Guyana Rice Develop-
ment Board Act No. 16, rice research was transferred to
the Burma station.
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